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Abstract 

In the field of identification of human emotion, human face plays a vital role. There are two forms of communications verbal and 

non-verbal, the facial expression is of the non-verbal communication. It depicts the human perspective. There will be a natural 

interaction between computers and humans if computers are able to receive and respond to human emotion. Many works on 

emotion recognition have been developed however; they were not robust enough for real-time emotion recognition tasks with 

respect to variations in the face and the movement in the head etc. Here, in this paper, we build an emotion detection system which 

can analyze basic facial expression of humans. In this study, the system is divided roughly into three stages i.e. face detection, 

feature extraction, and facial expression classification.                
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRO DUCTIO N 

An emotion is a mental and psychological state which is subjective and private. It involves a lot of behavior, actions, thoug hts, and 

feelings. Emotion Detection is the task of recognizing a person's emotional state- for example, anger, confusion across both voice 

and non-voice channels. In the early nineteenth century, in 1872 Darwin had demonstrated the universality of facial expressions 

and their continuity in humans and animals. The prototype expressions called basic emotions like happiness; sadness, fear, disgust; 

surprise and anger were proposed by Ekman and Friesen in 1971. To have a smooth communication between human and computer 

interaction, emotion recognition is used. There are many applications in the heterogeneous field for the recognition of human 

emotion such as man and machine interaction, patient surveilling etc.  

In the framework of facial expression analysis, the automated facial expression recognition system is divided into three stages 

and they are Face detection, features detection and extraction and facial expression classification. Initially, in the early stage of 

face detection, it uses template matching, feature-based, color analysis. Later, in the facial expression classification stage, the 

Action Unit (AU) is constructed by Ekman and Friesen in the Facial Action Coding System FACS system.  To express a large 

variety of facial behavior FACS has recovered overall 46 action units which deliver a multifaceted procedure. 

Section 1 of this paper presents a brief introduction to facial expression. Section 2 presents some of the referred works tha t are 

done in the domain of emotion recognition. Section 3 describes six basic emotions  and features. Section 4 describes the details of 

the system structure. Section 5 presents the different phases involved in the Automatic Facial Emotion Recognition System. Se ction 

6 presents the applications of the Facial Emotion Recognition System. The conclusion is made in the next section. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

1) Leh Luah, Chih-Chang Huang, Hsueh-Yen Liu, “Image Processing Based Emotion Recognition”, ICSSE 2010: Since facial 

expression depicts the human perspective, it is necessary to identify the different emotions of the human. The facial expression 

recognition takes in three stages face detection, features detection and extraction, and facial expression classification. Us ing 

the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) different classes of facial expressions are depicted. Using the database, this paper has 

provided a systematic method to recognize a facial expression automatically. However, there lies an exception for the problem 
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of face rotation and in image processing such as detection of a landmark of face and  variance of color or light of the 

environment. It can be tried with other methods in future work.  

2) Monika Dubey, Lokesh Singh, “Automatic Emotion Recognition Using Facial Expression”, ISO 9001:2008 Certified Journal, 

2016 IRJET: In this Paper it is discussed about the emotion detection technique that is used to identify the person's 

mood/emotion using facial expressions. Many methods of emotion recognition such as emotion detection from human face 

have been discovered. The interaction between human and computers will be more natural if computers are able to receive 

and respond to human non-verbal communication such as emotions. After the face is detected, image processing based feature 

point extraction method is used to extract a set of selected feature points. Finally, a set of values obtained after processing 

those extracted feature points are given as input to the neural network to detect the emotion contained.  

III. BASIC EMO TIO NS AND ITS FEATURES  

 
Fig. 1: Basic Facial Expressions 

A. Fear  

Eyebrows are raised and pulled together, with the inner eyebrows being bent upward. The eyes are tense and alert.  

B. Disgust  

Eyebrows and eyelids are relaxed. Also, there is raised and curled the upper lip, frequently asymmetrically. 

C. Happiness  

Eyebrows are relaxed, with the mouth being open and its corners pulled back toward the ears.  

D. Surprise  

Eyebrows are raised. The upper eyelids are wide open, the lower one is relaxed. Also, the jaw is opened.  

E. Sadness  

Inner eyebrows are bent upward. Also, the eyes are slightly closed & the mouth is relaxed.  

F. Anger  

Inner eyebrows are pulled together downwards, with the eyes wide open. Also, the lips are pressed against each other or opened 

to expose the teeth. 

IV. SYSTEM STRUCTURE 

In the framework of facial expression analysis, the automated facial expression recognition system is divided into three stages and 

they are Face detection, features detection and extraction and facial expression classification. Initially, in the scene the face must 

be detected and then with the help of Soriano's RGB normalization method the skin color is detected which is then converted to 
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normalized color coordinates (NCC), to reduce the color's dependence on brightness. In an automatic way, the emotion informat ion  

of the face is extracted from the face that is detected in the scene. The strategy of face detection is shown in fig 2. 

 
Fig. 2: A Strategy of the Emotion Recognition System 

Initially, the early stage is feature extraction. There are fourteen feature points given by Ekman from the physiologist point of 

view to reduce the effect of the choice of approach. Here image processing process is applied to get the characteristic point s having 

a correct position of the face. From these defined characteristic points the corresponding characteristic values are computed which 

represent the change in emotion. This is computed by using the distance measure.  

Here, facial emotion classification is done. The research is concerned with the realistic facial expression encountered in the 

practical application of human affective states identification. The form of Gaussian mixture model (GMM) which is used in some 

classification problems is described as the extension of single gauss probability density function. There are two interpretat ions 

which are motivated by the use of Gaussian mixture density for emotion identification. First, some broad facial expression clas ses 

are represented by the interpretation of the individual component Gaussian in an emotion -dependent GMM. Second, a smooth 

approximation to the specific facial expression by a given person is provided by the Gaussian mixture density.  There are six basic 

emotions can be established by using this GMM approach. 

V. FACIAL EXPRESSIO N REC O GNITIO N USING IMAGE PRO CESSING 

The facial recognition system is the system which performs recognition of the facial expression. Image processing is used to covert 

and represents images in the digital form and here, it is used in recognition of facial expression. This recognition system c onsists 

of the following steps: 

A. Image Acquisition 

The image acquisition is the initial stage in any vision system. Several processing methods are applied to the obtained image  to 

carry out many different vision tasks required today. However, the planned tasks may not  be obtained if the image has not been 

acquired satisfactorily, even after the image enhancement. Sequences of images are used for facial expression recognition.  
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B. Pre-processing 

Pre-processing takes a vital role in this process. It enhances the quality of the image and removes noise by highlighting the data of 

interest. It also involved in the smoothing of the image. It also includes filtering and normalization. 

C. Segmentation 

Image segmentation is the process of partitioning a digital image into multiple segments.  The main aim if the segmentation is to 

obtain the representation of image into much simple with more meaningful and easier to analysis. Image segmentation is usually 

used to locate objects and boundaries in images. More precisely, in the process of image segmentation it allocates every pixel a 

label such that each pixel with same label shares same characteristics. 

D. Feature Extraction 

Feature extraction is also one of the important and interest parts of the image process. It is involved in the extraction of the 

information from the image. It also includes shape, motion, color, the texture of a facial image. By extracting only the impo rtant 

information it has an advantage of less storage. 

 
Fig. 3: Facial Recognition System 

VI. CO NCLUSIO N 

Facial Expression recognition has increasing application areas and requires more accurate and reliable Facial Emotion Recognition 

system. This paper has presented a survey of facial expression recognition. Recent feature extraction techniques are covered along 

with comparison. The research is still going on,  

1) To increase the accuracy rate of predicting the Expressions  

2) To have applications based on dynamic images/sequence of images/videos  

3) To handle the occlusion 
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